Safeguard Real-World Assets and Prevent Business Disruptions

When it comes to information security, the cyber half of the equation is pretty obvious. Protecting your data means securing your network and endpoints. But even cybersecurity-savvy organizations fail to make the same effort towards their physical security. Unfortunately, highly motivated attackers can leverage this gap to gain unauthorized access to facilities and take control of systems and data that may have otherwise been protected in the cyber realm.

Physical Security

Optiv Solutions

Executive Protection
Executives are frequently the target of physical incidents and damage or loss to their work-related assets could seriously disrupt business operations. Optiv’s Executive Protection services include layers of physical security controls to safeguard executives, their assets and their working environment to keep businesses free from interruptions.

Physical Security Assessments
Stay one step ahead of would-be attackers by getting inside their minds. Optiv’s attack and pen experts test your organization’s physical security to identify exploitable gaps before a bad actor can.
Why Clients Choose Optiv

**Tailored to Your Environment**
We work closely with your team to design a program that aligns with your organization’s goals, requirements and physical environment.

**Focused on What Matters**
We find, validate and prioritize exploitable vulnerabilities so your teams can focus on timely and effective remediation.

**Simple, Clear Reporting**
Our proven reporting standards are tuned to your organization’s specific requirements and provide insights you can leverage immediately.

**Part of a Holistic Strategy**
Our Physical Security services can be combined with our other Attack Surface Management capabilities to provide you with comprehensive protection.

---

**STATISTICS**

- Proprietary technology to collaborate, analyze, deliver and report on engagements
- Manual testing and verification methods that supplement automated scanning to ensure a comprehensive assessment of your entire security program
- Leverage market-leading attack and penetration R&D that identifies and exposes the newest attack vectors
- Program-level root cause analysis and remediation to identify and address underlying security program deficiencies
- 75% of vulnerabilities exploited by the Optiv team were not identified by automated tools
- Industry leaders: 50+ consultants with more than 110 certifications and more than 500 years combined offensive security experience
- We deliver Threat Management services to around 60% of Fortune 500 companies